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Abstract It is very difficult to maintain the completed software without design and document. To easily maintain the code, we suggest to visualize the code with Open source oriented tool chain. As a result of this mechanism, we can easily reduce the maintenance costs, and create the clustering diagrams applied with source code with this tool chain mechanism based on reverse engineering approach. It is possible to improve the maintainability by reducing the coupling score & complexity. However, the more the software complexity increases, the more the clustering diagram complicates. So this diagram analysis is very difficult. This paper shows how to extract software architecture with analyzing the cluster coupling diagram based on the visualized tool chain. If applied software architecture in this tool chain, we may reduce analyzing time & costs, and show the whole code structure to increase readability. We implement the system using HTML and Java script.
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1. Introduction

Recently, one property of software maintenance has become an important issue for quality maintenance. But the complete maintenance of software will spend high cost. If applied software reverse engineering with the software source code, we may reduce maintenance costs. If create the clustering diagram based on source code with reverse engineering, can be easily understand a source code structure. However, complex software has a complex inner structure. If the diagram structure may be complicated with class connection, it is difficult to maintain the software system. This paper applies to select the size level of cluster (such as component, model, and package) to show software architecture within the whole code with the clustering diagram tool chain.

In this way, developer can recognize connections of classes, component, model, package, and subsystem. The diagram does not show to connect all classes, but a user can just select packages to show the cluster diagram with the coupling score between classes. As a result, class connected structure can be simplified. The User can improve the maintainability by reducing the clustering & coupling score between classes.

Chapter 2 describes the clustering oriented tool chain. Chapter 3 shows how to connect the selective software architecture. Chapter 4 mentions Results. Chapter 5 describes discussion.

2. The Clustering Oriented Tool Chain

The Clustering & Coupling Tool Chain was implemented in Jenkins[3][4]. When A User uploads source code, it creates the coupling diagram applied on Reverse Engineering. The diagram is configured only classes limited in this paper. The coupling score will mark between classes. Diagram Implementation shoes thus result in figure 1.

Figure 1. The clustering coupled diagram
3. Selective clustering diagram for Software Architecture

We add arguments for input function in the clustering oriented tool chain. Arguments type are like Table 1. Jenkins is a Web-based solution. Therefore, this system is implemented HTML and Java Script.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image File Directory</td>
<td>Graph Image File Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Size</td>
<td>Drawn Graph Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Directory Location</td>
<td>Source Code Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Explorer</td>
<td>File List Viewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT File Location</td>
<td>Tool Chain Location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

Users can enter the arguments in the environment based HTML, and see a file list in the file explorer. System Implementation shoes thus result in figure 2.

![Figure 2. Arguments and file list](image)

This approach can create each graph with classes (or package) selected by user. The graph generation is like this result in figure 3.

![Figure 3. Reduced Diagram](image)

5. Discussion

It is very difficult to maintain the completed software without design and document. To easily maintain the code, we suggest to visualize the code with Open source oriented tool chain. As a result, we can easily reduce the maintenance costs, and create the clustering mechanism applied with source code with this tool chain mechanism based on reverse engineering approach. It is possible to improve the maintainability by reducing the coupling score & complexity. However, the more the software complexity increases, the more the clustering diagram complicates. So this diagram analysis is very difficult. This paper shows how to extract software architecture with analyzing the cluster coupling diagram based on the visualized tool chain. If applied software architecture in this tool chain, we may reduce analyzing time & costs, and show the whole code structure to increase readability. The clustering oriented tool chain is draw with connection of all classes (or package).
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